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THE·AURORA. 
"SCIE::r::;fCE -W-ITH PRACTICE_" 
- ---~--- --------
Vol. IX.] Iovva State Agricultural College, July, 1881. [No. 5. 
------~-
THE PIIIL0SOl'ITY OF SCEPTfCIS:\f. For uo ge11ernl phase of human thought, 
11·hether it rPlate to government, philosophy, 
IDelivn<"d hy Chas. F. ('.ortl11, of Indiana. anar<l!'<l t ]' · t 1 · tile first 1n·izc at tl11· lul,•r-Stat,· Oraton,·al conksl, at or O re igion. ever sprang spon aueous Y n1-
.Jackso11ville, J11i11ois.1 . to heiug; lmt every current theory of state, 
· rt llaR lwE~n justly saitl that tlw shadow of; every doctrine of modern philosophy, every 
riehes is poverty, (he ;;hadow of power is tenet of mordern theology, i;; the outcome 
slavery, the shadow of virtue is \'ice; and of the slow and toilsome g-rowth of ages. 
with e<1nal .1nstiee it may lie said that the Allll ea<:11 in turn representR eentnries of 
shadow of he lief iH skt•pti<·i;;m. of lnuuau thought, centuries of l111nrnn ex-
Englan<l h,ul lwr ,Jemmy Taylor aml her perience, centuries of lrnnrnu suffering. If 
David Hnme; Frn1we IH·r Pascal aml her uver the soil of fair America to-day a proud 
Voltaire: America lier David <'ook aml h<'r rqmblie waves her flag, it is beeause out of 
Hobert Ingersoll. Lile terrible contlict of the past, out of tyran-
IIow does it. oe(·tll', all(] what doe:,; it mean, nies of despots and rebellions of the op-
that these two gTeat intellectual forces arp 80 pres,;ei.l, out of tlie decay of states and the 
often found togPthcr r norn, it mean that <lisasten; of revolutions, there was born and 
they are relate<l as eanse arnl pffect: .Does llonrisl1ed in human consciousness the idea 
i,t mean that faith can be purchastd on I I' liv of self-government. if the philosophy of to-
paying the fearful price of sk1?11ticism":-' day is broad aml deep and rational, it is be-
·witlt such vit,tl questi011s as tlwse confront- cause it i.s the <tllinte,;sence of the yearnings 
i11g us, it is of the highest i1uportanee that and the strngglings wl1ich, since the dawn 
we examine ean!lidly the rnlation uf :-Skepti- uf history, have impelled the human mind 
dsm to Tlwol()gy. to search for the unknown. ,'\nd just so, I 
.\.s a co1t111wn gro111i<1 "frolit whielt to nm- take it, i.8 scepticism the outgrowth of eer-
son and to which refn," it will perltaps be taiu antecedent mental forces which may 
admitted that law prevails in the realm of be ascertained and classified, just as the· 
mind no less than in tlte realm of matter, forces which produced the Protestant Ref-
and that mental phenomena, 110 less than onrrntion. The :French Revelution or the 
physical, should he interprete<l in the light American RebPllion may be ascertained and 
of rational principles. . classified. The demonstration of this in-
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volves a consideration of the law of human site extreme. What was Voltaire? He 
growth, the method of human progress. In was a reaction. What was David Hume? 
this, man differs widely from nature. In He was a reaction.What is Robert Ingersoll? 
nature there are no epochs; no conflicts be- He is a reaction. These men, sceptics though 
tween the conservative and the radical. She they are, and censure them as we may, are 
has no revolution.:;, no reformations. The nevertheless martyrs to the inexorable law of 
shuttle of her mighty loom moves incessant- their own being, and the irresistible law of 
ly to and fro, and now she weaves a rose, and human progress, They are to a great extent 
now a lion, and now a man; but all is qutet, created and destroyed by their own environ-
gradual, uniform. ment. And so long as progress shall be by 
With man, progress has beer:1 a ceaseless revolutions, it will have its victims. its bru-
conflict between the radical tendencies of talities, its social and intellectual ostra-
thought and the conservative tendencies of cisms, its smoking stakes, its clanking 
institutions; between the gradual unfolding chains, its times of fire and blood. 
of human consciousness and the stubborn It is in the ligLt of human history, and in 
fixedness of the organic forms of civiliza- the light of psychological law of reaction; 
tion. Indeed, human progress is not unlike that scepticism is largely traceable to the 
a volcanic eruption. For a long time while antagonism between man's religious con-
the opened-mouthed mountain stands out sciousness and his religious institutions,-! 
against the sky, a dead,. harmless mass of may say, between the progressive tendency 
rocks and earth. Yet down in the subter- of the religious spirit which 1s in man and 
ranean caverns at its base the volcanic fires the conservative tendency of his theology. 
roll, and hiss, and sputter, till at last, no For while most of the great sciences have 
longer able to be confined, they rush forth in been studied with almost perfect freedom,. 
ungovernable fury. The sky is first red- and have been open to perpetual revision, 
dened with flame, then darkened with clouds theology, has, to a great extent, been studied 
of ashes, rivers of molten lava pour over in fetters. The students of the other scien-
the country, devastating fields and destroy- ces have sought facts, their use, their mean-
ing cities. So human thought, smothered ing, their law; they have acknowledged pre-
by oppression, goes on, dimnly defined and established standards; they have been bound 
unexpressed in the great brain of human- by no traditions; they have been employed 
ity, till by a co-incident development of like no Procrustean beds on which to torture 
thoughts and tendencies, like passions and idea. Reluctant as we may be to admit it, 
feelings, it breaks out and defiantly laughs so much can scarcely be claimed for theology 
conservatism and tyranny to scorn. Old as a science. It has frequently resisted all 
institutions are suddenly swept away; old growth and developments of its creeds. The 
modes of thought are discredited. The aim of theologians has too often been, not 
human charriot, deep in the rut, are lifted so much to express the highest, the freshest, 
out and placed on a new highway. New re- and the purest religious thoughts of a par-
lations are formed, new instituti0ns are ticular age, as to formulate a system of the-
created; and these in turn become the con- ology which should be final; to establish 
servators of past development and the bar- some external standard by which theories of 
riers to future progress till another crisis ethics and forms of doctrines could be tested 
comes and another revolution solves the · as by some mechanical process. The result 
problem. is inevitable. Sooner or later a conflict 
'rhe human mind is so constituted that arises between thought and dogma. Doc-
when compelled by external or arbitrary trines are still avowed and defended that so· 
power to bide any extreme of thought, soon- unsatisfactory to right and reason and so 
er or later it will escape from the bonds of far behind the development of man's relig-
authority, and on the principle of the equal- ious nature, and thinking men are repelled 
ity of action and reaction, rush to the oppo- from the church and are led to doubt, to 
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criticise, to deny. Therefore it is this con-
flict between the conservative spirit of the-
ology and the progressive tendency of relig-
ious thought; and also in the fear of the 
church to allow the human mind full sweep 
iu its investigation:. and inquiries, that we 
find the genesis, the philosophy, indeed, of 
scepticism. 
Having diagnosed the disease, do we pro-
nounce it fatal, or is there yet hope'? .Must 
scepticism continue to be the skulking 
shadow of belief'( continue to darhn the 
lives and future anticipations of so large a 
part of humanity? It is, and must it ever 
be, as the great essayist has said, the very 
"Nemesis of faith r" Or may we not ex-
pect to see this grim monster Yanish before 
the enduring light of trnth? 
Listen to the answer borne on the winds 
from all parts of the earth. Yes, there is 
hope. In the name of sturdy Germany, 
there is hope. In the name of brilliant 
:France, there is hope. In the name of mod-
ern India, Africa, and Japan, there is hope, 
In the name of the God of Nations, there is 
hope. 
But the remedy for scepticism must be 
based on the nature of its cause. Theolo-
gians must abandon the cherished idea of 
a iinal system of theology. So long as there 
is an undiscovered fact in the universe, so 
long as human nature is subject to growth, 
so long as there are imperfections in the 
human mind, there can be no government 
of man by rule, there can be no law which 
does not admit of a doubt in its application; 
and concerning the Beyond, there can he no 
creed which precludes the possibility of 
change. In the march of the finite towards 
the infinite, there can be no halting place 
till humanity, "Above the low-hanging 
clouds, like mountain peaks that look for-
ever into the face of the clear blue heavens 
and gaze on the unsetting stars, shall look np 
into the face Divine and dwell among the 
principles that are unchangeable and eter-
nal." 
Furthermore, the church must throw 
open the doors of free inquiry. Nothing is 
more fatal to error, and more serviceable to 
truth, than investigation. And nothing so 
protects error and so hinders truth as the 
fear and suppression of investigation. The 
brave men who are willing to bi,ar the pain 
of honest thought, mnst sacrifice their 
prejudices and have great havoc made with 
their fondly cherished illusions. But there 
can he no permanent value in a false posi-
tion. Though a temple be builded as broad 
as the earth and as high as the heavens, and 
though its vaulted dome glitter with all the 
wealth of Orm us and of Ind, yet 1f its found-
ations be in the sand, the "eternal move-
ments of the Divine floods will sometime 
undermine it and sweep it away." 
The fatal mistake made by the Roman 
Church was the suppression of individual 
thought. It granted no liberty. It encour-
aged no freedom. It shut the Bible. Itim-
pl'isoned the mind. It scowled upon inven-
tion and discovery with a baleful and ma-
lign1;1nt eye. And although the Reformation 
broke the power of this absolute intellectual 
tyranny, and started the swell of a revolu-
tionary wave which broke only when its 
agitated waters kissed the peaceful shores 
of liberty-loving America, yet so thoroughly 
was the v0ry atmosphere permeated with 
the spiri.t of intolerance, that to the present 
day there is more or less a confict between 
the men of scit>nce and the men of religion. 
Until this discordant element is cast out; 
until the free reading of the book of nature 
is accompanied by the free reading of the 
Hook of God, the voice of the scoffer and of 
the sceptic will not be hushed. America 
stands in the front rank to-day, guarding 
the very out-posts of religious freedom, and 
with anxious vision she gazes towards the 
citadels of Europe, and with bated breath 
she asks: "1\'atchman, what of the night t' 
She cannot mistake the answer: "Lo! the 
morn appeareth." Christian men are occu-
pying the posts of the enemy. Christian 
men sweep the star-sown fields of space with 
their telescopes and know, of a truth, that 
"The Heavens declare the glory of God." 
Christian men, with hammer and microscope 
study the mysteries of the rocks and the 
wonders of the deep. The church is begin-
ning "to prove all things." With an army of 
trained thinkers in her service-with her 
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Lotzes, her Presenses, her Cookes, and her 
Hopkinses-she is pu:;hing her investiga-
tions in every direction and into every 
province of thought. She is rapidly pushing 
her way up through the clouds of supersti-
tion, through the mists· of error and igno-
rance, to the lofty heights of Christian 
scholarship, from which, with purified vision 
she can sweep across the whole realm of 
thought and view things in their right posi-
tions and true relations. As Savage says, 
she is beginning to understand that, "just as 
all ·life, whether it reveals itself in the 
viscous globule that palpitates in primeval 
seas, in the lichen that creeps over the rocks, 
up through the ascending forms of plant 
and animal, until you reach the infinitely 
involved brain of a Newton, solving a prob-
lem in calculus"-has it~ source in the one 
creature, God of the 1Tniverse; and so all 
truth, whether it be the Vedas of Brahmin, 
the Koran of Mohammed, or the Bible of 
the Christian, whether it be on the banks of 
·Ganges of ,T ordan, in the valley of the Tigris 
or Nile, it, too, is from God. When these 
grand cor.cept-ions shall have been realized 
in human consciousness-and they will be 
-when faith and reason shall join hands, 
and call upon the Author of all truth to 
sanctify the umon-ancl they will <lo so-
then we may expect the progress of man to 
become like the truth of nature. Hevolu-
tion will no longer call for the sacrifice of 
human blood. If a dogma shall become ob-
solete, or a constitution cease to express the 
will of the peoJJle, change will no longer 
mean the marshaling of armies on the field 
of battle; it will no longer mean the cam age 
of Austerlitz and Waterloo, of Bunker Hill 
and Yorktown. It will no ·longer mean the 
beheading of Charles I., or the assassination 
of Alexander II., but the old will be merged 
into the new as quietly as an Artie summer 
night breaks into dawn; as peacefully as 
"sudden blooming of the flowers, or the sud-
den softening of the air." Helsgirns insti-
tutions will grow with the growth and 
expand with the expansion of man's moral 
and religious nature. Scepticism robbed of 
the very soil in which to sow 1tsseedspectre-
like, shall vanish away; and by the side of 
tyranny, oppression. and intolerance, it shall 
lie down to its eternal doom-
" Unwept, Unllonored, and Unsung." 
ALUMNI. 
On the evening of ,June 28th the Alumni 
held their meeting in the college chapel. 
While there were not as many of the mem-
bers present as we hoped to see, yet to see 
the hearty greeting of class-mates and 
schoolmates when meeting at their "Alma 
Mater," was to us a pleasure. It made us 
look forward to a time when we hope to lie 
counted among the number, and not be 
compelled to be a silent spectat?r. 
Everything passed off quite pleasantly 
duriug the day, and at eight o'clock in the 
evening, Prof. J. K. Macomber, the presi-
dent of tlrn association, qnietly called the 
house to order and with a few well chosen 
words, welcomed the alumni. He then 
called for a piece of music by Mrs. Genevieve 
Barstow, class '7!) and W. K. Hobbins, of 
class '7R. They, with much credit to them-
selves, favored ~he audience with the piano 
and violin duet "Amaryllis." \V. A. Helsel, 
class '77, was then introduced as orator· for 
the evening. 
Mr. Helsel then presented touti_the theme, 
"Practical Men." He told us that his time had. 
been largely occupied with his business of 
late, ond consequently heconld not dispense 
entirely with hiH manuscript. 
l>nriug the address, which was an earnest 
appeal to all, to devote tliemselves to prog-
ress. he showed us that the governing im-
pulse has been, ancl is now, to a great ex-
tent, pleasure. To this he does not object if 
the pleasure be of such a nature that it is at 
once instructive and elevating. The call 
for practical education as viewed by many 
arises not from any intention to cultivate 
one faculty of mind at the expense of 
another, but from a misconception of the 
true education. Cultivating all the intel-
lectual faculties, prepares us for livmg true 
lives, 10 years of which equal a century of 
mere existence. \Ve must be able to look af-
ter the necessities of life. We ought to culti-
vate the finer feelings. Every man should 
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be his own master·; every person should be a 
thinker. ·when independent thinking is 
cultivated, society will contain more prac-
tical, high-minded men. Mr. Ifelsell 
seemed to be perfectly at home on the 
stage arnl his pro(lnction was well received 
by the a lHlience. 
The histQrian, Mr. J. N. Muncey, of cl:ts,; 
'78, then came forward arnl'in a clear, forcible 
aud pleasant manner, furmslled ns the most 
complete history of the ahmrni that we 
have ever heard. Mr. 1\funcey seems to 
have taken great pains to collect all that 
wouid likely be of interest to the Alnnrni and 
students, and in our opinion lie sncceede<l ad-
mirably. vVe will not attempt a re,-iew, lmt 
will endeaYor to obtain it for the next issue. 
Mrs. Barstow and Mr. Robbins then ren-
dered the dnet 0 'G:1,votte," and the applause 
which followed showed the appreciation of 
it. 'l'his closed the session and soon after 
the Alumni were inyitc!l to partake of an 
ample supper in the dining hall. On the 
whole the occasion was a Yery enjoyable 
one and P\'erything pas,.ed, off <Juite 
µleirnantly. 
JFXIOH EXHIBI'l'IO'.\. 
The chapel dPcorations dese1Te a Jescriv-
tion in detail. '\Ve can only mention, how-
ever, that Mr. Colby's design wm; a new arnl 
pleasing departure from the old styln of 
decorations. 
To give a conect estiurntion of the rela-
tive rnerits of productions, a critical review 
must be elaborate, liberal and ac:curate. 
Space has al ways torbidden this. One word 
-Our appreciative nature is depemlen npon 
the law of the association of ideas, whieh 
has a greater or less tendency to pervert our 
judgment. }'11rther, even the most unbiased 
opinion tends, frequently, to create offerrne. 
And ·why? .Because, as Americans, we are 
not accustomed to being pointed to our <le-
fects. It should not be so. In onr opinion 
a step should be taken iu public schools and 
colleges to educate students to willingly ac-
<cept all criticisms which are attended by an 
honest purpose of the critic. 
Notwithstanding that· the rem em Lrnnces 
of yPars are fresh· in onr memories, we do 
not believe that there is any honor bestowed 
upon undergraduates who aid in publishing 
snch sc111Tilous and ,vorthless mock pro-
grammes. They have always been a disgrace 
to the anthorn, and a disgrace to the insti-
tio11. Now we Rincerely hope, that in future 
years students will not seek that kind of 
<.,nlture and applause. 
After the invocation by Rev. ---, and 
the chorus, "0, Hush Thee," by twenty-five 
well trained yoices, we listened to a good 
oration by Mr. C. F. Saylor. 
:\fr. Saylor claimed th,it "The 'rrue Quest" 
in life is to solve the problem of our present 
arnl future rxistence. Thro1whout, the orl}-
tion e,-i11ced imliviuaJity of thong-ht. The 
senteuees were smooth, well balanced, cli-
matic arnl oratorical. His language is ac-
cmate, full of meaning and void of the 
ornate. The oration itself is a highly com, 
mendable production. 13nt with an unnatur-
al and stfained pitch of the vmce, and too 
much haste, the thought did not excite the 
attention it so justly deserved. He dwelt 
at some length nvon the radical and con-
senative habits that are so deeply rooted 
in human nature, and estimated liberally 
lhe practical value of each. He insisted 
tltat "the true :-;tudy of art is the study ot 
mm1," aml saifl, "we rceogni,rn the physi-
c,tl con rage of a hero, and laud his name until 
fame canes it on the invincible rock of 
ages, where it remains to invite posterity 
on to mighty deeds, while in the silent 
chambers of imagination there exists a mor-
al courage noted only for meekness, but the 
true cause of all heroic deeds." In justice 
to the oration further quotation should be 
made 1mt space forbids. 
::\Iiss X ellic Merrill followed on the sub-
ject, "The Cultured ]~ye," in which she 
clearly set forth the fact, that the marked 
difference in the obsen-ation of educated 
men is to be ascribed to the reactive effect 
cultnre has on the organs of vision. She 
held that it requires a cultured eye to see 
all the beanty in external objects; and 
by a number of examples set forth the im• 
portance of eulture in directing man to 
make correct obc;ervations. "Would you be 
a fathfnl gleaner in the fields before you'! 
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have your thoughts and actions purified by 
true and noble examples'( Then attend 
well to the culture of the eye, for in this 
lies your strength, your prospects of living 
to some purpose by the perception of the 
moral beauty that is in God's creation, and 
your power to leave behind you monuments 
that will be imperishable." 
The instrumental solo," II Parita," by Mr. 
Shaw, was, in the estimation of good critics, 
most beautifully rendered. 
Mr. W. W. Wheeler then gained the close 
and steady attention of the entire audience 
in speaking upon ''The Power of Language." 
Mr. Wheeler presented in a clear and forci-
ble style, the high estimation every age and 
nation placed upon relics of literature, and 
cited examples to prove true the statement. 
He supported in eloquent words the English 
language. History, poetry, orators and ora-
tory received at his hand a just proportion of 
merit in promoting the growth and· improv-
ing the stucture of the English language. 
He said "'Vhen we leave the domain of 
ancient classics and delve among other 
sources for our powers of expression, we 
must bid farewell to the teachings of Latin, 
leave unfathomed the euphonic powers of 
the Greek tongue, and, borne by the win~s 
of time over a decade of· centuries, we will 
at last be anchored in the golden fields of 
our own vernacular,which stands at the head 
of all living tongues. 'fhough less musical 
than the Italian, less definite in structure 
than the German, less sarcastic than the 
French, and incapable of uniform elevation 
as it may be, yet with a compass equal to 
them all, it knocks at the door of conscience, 
unveils the darkness of sin and pours in the 
light of the Divinity to such an extent as no 
other tongue can imitate. no other language 
can sound." 
He closed amid loud, hearty and honest 
applause of the audience. This alone is 
evidence of their appreciation of his pro-
duction. There were, however, some de-
fects in the delivery, occasioned by embar-
rassment. 
Miss Sarah E. Smith next delivered a 
beautifully finished speech on the subject, 
'Unrest," in which she clearly presented the 
fact that, throughout all ages, the geniuses 
have, aside from their own inherent ability, 
received their greatest impulses amid storm, 
opposition, reform and revolution. "What 
was the spirit of discovery'( Was it a re-
sult of quiet and satisfaction? No! The 
impulse that set on foot the discoveries of 
the Egyptians, the adventures of Cooke, 
Magellan, Columbus, Drake, the many dan-
gerous expeditions to the North Sea, was 
the intense longing to see more, do more, 
know more. Much is due to the physical 
unrest of man for discovery." 
:Mr. II. J. GalJle then spoke on "Industrial 
Educatitrn" and dwelt in strictly argumen-
tative style and delivery on the importance· 
of the practical. "An education to protect 
its recipient against the blunders of igno-
rance and the greed of his fellow men. It 
must bring into peaceful harmony the labor 
exerted by the brain and the labor exerted 
by the mind. To aspire to a symmetrical 
and well-balanced culture of all human fac-
ulties rather than a training which culti-
vates one set.and leaves the remaining ones 
to accidents and atrophy." 
Noth withstanding his displayed art in his 
gestures, and some monotony occasioned hy 
a sameness of voice, he argued in an unem-
barrassed manner for the highest and most 
liberal education. 
The German duet "Abschied der Schwal-
ben," sung by Misses Belden and Fiegen-
baum, received the most hearty applause of 
the evening. 
Miss Kittie Reeves then deliverea. a care-
fully prepared oration on "Environment." 
She justly estimated the effect of society 
upon the intellectual growth of its individ-
uals, and plainly proved that the peculiar-
ity of mental growth is due to the condi-
tions presented to mind by that society. 
Mr. E. A. McDonald followed with a 
splendid oration on "Ignorance, the Basis 
of Despotism." Mr. McDonald is as argu-
mentative as he is eloquent. His unequalled 
ease and grace in delivery, his adaptation 
of the voice to the sentiment, the. clear-
ness and precision · of the language and 
above all the unity of thought, entitles him 
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to a position among the best orations of the 
evening. 
Ignorance not alone of an age, when 
art, invention aud industry were in their 
infancy, but ignorance as it localizes itself 
among the people of modern times. Atmnd-
ant historical examples were brought 
forward with a view to prove the truth of 
his proposition. 
The piano duet by Misses Athearn and 
Minnie Knapp, next claimed the attention 
of the audience. Good critics pronounced 
it very finely executed. 
Miss Luna Farwell's oration on "Self-
worship" was a departure from the ordi-
nary manner of treating that subject. She 
dwelt upon the importance of holding a 
correct estimate of our own individuality 
and ability. As soon as a man begins to 
lower himself in his own estimation, be be-
gins to cease struggling for higher at-
tainments in the department of thought 
he once loved. 
Miss Nellie Coe on "Storming of the 
Bastile." This oration bordering now and 
then on the dramatic, yet necessarily so, 
claims superiority in the forcibleness of 
its style, the simplicity of language, con-
tinuity of thought and the vividness with 
which it depicts the pictures of riot, war 
and bloodshed. An extract can give but 
little concept.ion of its true merit. "The 
day for storming the Bastile dawns, and 
Paris is alive; at every corner is a group, 
arguing, gesticulating, rushing, tramping. 
Here and there a murmur, a sound, a daring 
voice, and the cry is everywhere, "To the 
Bastile !" "To the Bastile I" But the peo-
pie are without arms. and the prison is 
guarded; cannon in every embrasure; walls 
nine feet thick, a wide, yawning ditch, a 
defiant barrier, sixty feet high,-drawbridges 
and arched gateway-truly without arms, 
the crowd are powerless. * * * * Soldiers are 
sent to aid the governor but cannot gain 
entrance. Crowds of the populace draw 
nearer. Wilder swells the tumult. The 
outer drawbridge is taken, and the beseig-
ers pass on. The aged prisoners in the 
cells of the Bastile listen and know not." 
Her timely gestures,. her clear, full 
voice, though ocGasionally a lack of confi-
dence in the tone, the exciting style of 
language, and the exceedingly good deliv-
ery, rendered the oration interesting and 
instructive. 
Mr. W. S. Summers certainly gave a most 
excellent oration on "The Eccentric in 
Literature." Subtract the few unpleasant 
attitudes from his delivery, and in 
our estimation, he justly receives the 
title, the honor oration of the evening. 
The power, truth, and depth of his thought, 
the elegance of his language, and in general 
the ease of his delivery are deserving of 
much praise. ·when referring to Carlyle, 
be says, "Place by his side Disraeli, the 
Oriental ,Jew, who knows man and how to 
flatter him. Study them analytically, and 
discover their peculiar mental traits. Re-
veal the motives of their action and the 
degree of success attained by each. Car-
lyle is pre-eminently liberal. Disraeli is 
emphatically conservative. Carlyle is pro-
found, philosophic and analytic. Disraeli 
is acute, sagacious and theoretic. Carlyle 
is ardent, energetic and sanguine. Disraeli 
is cold, apathetic and cynical. Carlyle is a 
consummate master of details. Disraeli 
abhors them. Carlyle undertakes to dem-
onstrate: Disraeli attempts to conciliate. 
Carlyle has no element of cunning duplicity. 
Disraeli plans to subject everything to the 
beck and nod of his own caprice. Carlyle 
is governed by principle. Disraeli acts 
from policy. 
The class of '82 msy juatly feel proud of 
their exhibition. The only thing which 
marred the pleasure of the evening's enter-
tainment was a deep, groaning sound made 
by an uncultured young man in the back 
part of the audience. This student is de-
serving of the severest censure. It only oc-
curred twice and then this 1epulsive tone 
proved that he was ashamed of him~elf. 
In conclusion it may be justly said that 
the exhibition equals if not surpasses any 
to which we have listened. There was not· 
a single hesitation, omission or failure. 
And the attention of the audience is the 
strongest evidence of the just appreciation 
of the evening's entertainment. 
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SCIENTIFIC. given. It is evi<.lent that any ele-
ment which may render the detection of 
FSES OF 'l'HE .MICHOSCOPE. crime of any kind more certain, renders 
It may seem nnnecessary to tliscnsH here each inl1ivil1nal a little less liable to .injury. 
the uses of an instrument which has become I Adulterations of foods woul<l lJe far less 
an essential in so many lJrnnche,-, of art a]l(l ! fre<1uent if 1mrcliasers wc-ll'P prepared to 
science, but the fact that its value is not so make even the very simple test rnquired in 
widely recognized, or its a,hantages so geH- Rome cases in orr1er to prove the gennine-
erally used as it seems to me they should bP, neHs of their pnrchase. The same will ap-
rnay serve as my apology. That this is the I ply to many othPr articles of commerce. 
case is prcbably due to the fact that with- i It i,; in the practice of medicine, however, 
out a certain amount of skill in its ns<', it is that tlw rni<-rose-ope lin,1;; its widest a11d 
valueless, antl to attain this requires 1t10rP l most ntluahle practical applicati<lll, or at 
labor and st\\(1y than many arc willing to I hmHt it is h('re that it has 1Jee11 utilizctl to 
devote to it. Jlesi,lcs tl1is, from tlie <•xtrn,- tlrn grnatest cxtrnit. i--urdy no work ,1e-
gant expressions of some e11thm,iasts, (or serY<'S gn•ai er honor than that of re11deri1w 
possibly some ,lealer in toy 111iscroscopes) ai<l to the alle,·iation of h1u11a11 suffering. "' · 
many people are ]pd to lwlwre that it is an ·we may gine as instance:.;, in this connec-
instrument of most ,nm<lerfnl powern, aml tion. ,1isc•,rnes duo lo varnsiies, either ex-
once in their hand;; they have the key to all tcrnal or iutenrnl, aml wltich re<1nire the ai<1 
the wonders of the 1111iverne. i'.inch expec- of tile microseove in tl1Pir ,liagnosis. ~nrn-
tations must always lJe doomed to disap- erons skin diseases, l111e to either animal or 
pointment, and the disappointed• pernon n•getable varasitcK, ca1111nt possibly be 
turns from the rmscroscopl! iu disgnst, his tr<'n,w,l witl10nt its ns0. Tril:hinosis wo11lcl 
faith in it shattere,l, p<•rhaps IJeyoll(] re· forer1,r h.i VP remaiuc,1 a mystery witlwut tlw 
covery. micrns('.O]le, all([ its ,·ietirns h,we been con-
The uses of tlte mierost·ope may bo coll-: timially drugged for a tho11sarn1 am! 011P 
siltered under two ltt>ads. First, as an I 1liseases that Juul not tl1e slightest relation 
essential ai,1 in varions arts alHl professions,! to their sympt0111s. ..\.ml not only in ascer-
and, seconcl, as a rnea111-1 of research, disco\'- I taini11g its ('.:t111-1e, lrnt in its imrnelliate treat-
ery, and ed1ication. l't·o1ui11eui arnong the i 1111>11t the 111icroscope is ill(lrnpPnsible. In 
arts which could not exist i11 their present' discwws of the kilhwy,; the micrm,cope is 
aclYancement without this assistance"'" may particularly 1°SHPHtial to correct treatment. 
name watch-making, engraving, typP-mak- Bright's disease cannot pssibly be proper])' 
ing, and pltotograplty, a1Hl the irnportauce diag11osp(l witiw11t its a,;,;istance. Tn furnish-
of any of these, which nee,1 only to la! met1- iug accnrnte knowledge of diseases tlte micro-
tioned to lJe appret"iatt•<l, rnay sen c to meas- sco1n• lias tloue mum tltau auy other means, 
ure the advantages ,rlti<-lt rniernscopy has au<l we tltiuk that all will agree that uvon 
brought to tlw world. accurate knowledge of a c1isease depends 
111 law the micros1'.ope pla)·s Ho iiisiguifi the ,-;iwccss of its treatment. In all (!iseases 
cant part, for in the lLPtedio11 of forgenes, invo1Yi11g pathological cha11ges, the causes 
adulterations, cmmterfeits a111l other crimes and <·onclitions of the disease must Jm,e re-
it is one of the most impo1taut eleuients. In mainc<l 11nkuo,1·11 without its USP. The mi-
mur<.ler trials the testimouy of the micro- croscopc, indeed, ha,.; become snch a necessi-
scope may lJe suflicient to convict the guilty ty to the medical profession that a physician 
or aC(Jnit the innocent. for while it is not to-day, who wo11ld preten<l to go into prac-
possil>le to l1istingnislt h111>1an blood eor- tiee without its use would be as foolish as a 
puscles from those of all other animals, it is farmer who would preternl, while refusing 
pocsilJle to distinguish them from those of a itB aid, to compet1; with the modern machin-
number of common animals and within ery of the farm, or an engineer who woulcl 
these limits positive evh1ence can be attempt the works of m0<1ern engineering 
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while refusing to u,;e the im,trnment,; with sufficient to allow it. Riological science has 
which it worlrn. progressed almost in an exact proport10n as 
.But it is to the microscope as a llleans of the microscope has been improved, and 
investigation. 1liscovery and education that furnished a more perfect and accurate means 
T wish particularly to call attention. Ref- of studying life. With the discovery of the 
cell, which could not have been done 
without the microscope and which is 
tl1e foundation of biological science. began 
a new ern in human thought, a new concep-
tion of life and its wonderful properties and 
powers, a new philosophy of life destined to 
supplant the mythical and dogmatical ideas 
of the past, and to plant truth and reason in 
place of error and superstition. 
erence has already been made to its nse in 
medicine as reveali11g the causes of certain 
<liseases, bnt we may go still fartl1er and 
say that without its nse in <lisclosin•r the 
strnctnre of various tissues upon wlticl1 <le-
pencls the action of ntrions <lrngs, tl1e prac-
tice of me<licine could he lmt a bl incl opPra-
tion in \\'hich 1in,ctitioner nrnst rely solely 
npon previous experience or chance. The 
a<lvancenwnt of histological science has 
placed the physician's art upon a soli<l lmsis, 
and the val11e of its 11isclosun•s and tile 
nec,\Ssity of its aid are rPcognizell and ap-
preciated h:," eYer_v progTPs~iVP member of 
that profession. 
In economic IJotauy ,11Hl Pntomology the 
microscope is of pararnou11t irnportance, in-
<leed, it can n•aso11alJiy lJe 1lo11iltP<l whether 
either of tlwse sciPnces, with all their val-
ued applications to h nman JH:eds, couhl L\ver 
kwe exh.;te<l had not thi,; instnnnent bee11 at 
hand to aid tlH·lll in their researches. To 
s11bstautiate this, I need 011ly ask, what 
would en!r have l,em1 known of the innum-
erable plants all([ im:eds, too small to J,e 
stwlieti by tlw unai<lc1l ;,ye, had 110t this iu-
stnnnent of in Yestigation been at Jiaml '! 
Vegetanle organisms, w!Jose numbers are 
only less s11rprising than the minuteness of 
tl1eir size, infest almost evny form of life, 
both vegetable a1Hl animal, and oftpn with 
fatal results. .Man, alom!, is subject to their 
attacks in almost evny portion of his body, 
while their effect npon liehl crops, orchards 
and forests is simply incalculable. The 
;;ame is tnw in entomology, a;1d there is no 
department in tliis science, theoretical or ap-
plied, in which the rn icroscope does not fig-
ure. Classilieation \\·onld he irnpo:,sible; 
the stndy pf iujurious forms and their effects 
equally so, while the tirst steps in gross an-
atomy, even, require it:, aid. Hundreds of 
special instances could be cited to bear out 
these genm;al statonents, lint it is nnneces-
:cmry, even were the limits of this paper 
Lastly, we wish to consider the use of the 
microscope as a means of education, and by 
education is meant that broad culture, th;t 
training lmth mental and physical, which 
shall enable the imlividual best to cope 
· with the worl!l as he finds and it to meet the 
· 1luties of life prepared to execute them 
to the very best ad vantage. Is this best 
obtained by the simple perusal of hooks 'r 
Hhall we leave untutored the perceptive fac-
ulties 'f Shall we tnrnt to nature to culti-
vate all the powers of observation which 
are absolutely imlispensable to the success 
of an individual iu any calling? Most em-
phatically, No. Looking, then, for some 
means by which to cultivate the powers of 
observation; to render the eye quick to see 
aml the niind prompt to draw accurate con-
clusions; to give rapidity of action and deli-
cacy of touch, and, above all, to impress the 
necessity of carefulness and thoroughness 
in any and evs>ry work undertaken, which 
is the basis of snccess in any vocation: look-
ing for these qualities, we may certain-
ly find them largely presented in the micro-
seope, aml hence I will claim it is one of the 
uest means, (mark, 1 <lo not say the only 
means) for furnishing a full and true edu-
cation. t-luch education I fully believe a 
practical adnmtage to any nation, for any 
means which renders greater efficiency in 
labor, greater activity in thought, and great. 
er appreciation of trnth must materially ad-
vance, not only the commercial interests of 
the country, but its intellectual and moral 
interests as well. H. O. 
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DISSIPATION OF ENERGY. 
J. S. D. 
Hy the term energy, in the general accep-
tance of the term, is meant the capacity for 
producing physical change. "\Ve shall here 
try to investigate the source, or sources, of 
energy, and the conditions that tend towards 
its final dissipation. The ways in which 
energy is manifested are of course too num-
erous to allow an investigation of each par-
ticular case; we shall only review a few of 
the best. established physical laws and from 
these draw our conclusions. 
It is admitted, I believe, hy all physicists, 
that energy, of whatever kind, may be re-
duced finally to heat. 'rile sources of heat 
as generally given are three, viz : mechamcal 
chemical, and physical. A little considera-
tion will shows that these are not independ-
ent. It is beyond all question th:tt mechan-
ical heat js traced to physical sources, that 
chemical energy can also be traced to the 
same source, and yon will readily see that 
without any external interference, chemicai 
action would be of little avail in producing 
the grand round of changes through which 
the materials about us pass. 
Beginning with plant life we at once see 
that heat is necessary to produce it. The 
influence of light and heat on plants appears 
to be exerted in bringing about a higher 
mode of chemical combination of the ele-
ments constitqting the plant. During this 
process the plant 1s storing up a certain 
amount of material. It is also withdrawing 
from circulation a certain amount of force. 
Jn this process nothiug is gained or lost, 
when the plant decays it returns to the in-
organic world the material derived from it, 
and to the universe the heat or energy re-
quired to combine the elements. But in no 
way does the plant create heat or force of 
any kind. In the animal kingdom we find 
the same laws prevailing. The difference 
being tile plant is constructive, the animal 
destructive in their actions on compounds. 
'rhus through all the vegetable and animal 
kingdoms we find that no energy is gained 
or lost. 
In chemistry it is a well known fact that 
the atoms of strongest affinity tend to unite 
with each other. Now were all the ele_ 
ments free, that this process might go on 
without hinderance, it is evident that they 
would all be united in accordance with this 
law. 'rhen, before any other change c,ould 
take place, they must be separated by some 
external agent. The agents that do separate 
these are animal and vegetable organisms. 
But as we have seen these organisms are 
due to heat, as all meteorological, chem-
ical and mechanical action, and no matter 
what phenomenon we take, ·we can trace it 
back to this one underlying cause, we are 
brought to the conclusion that heat is the 
one underlying cause of all physical phe-
nomena, and the source of all heat, as re-. 
gards the earth, is primarily, or ultimately 
the same. To this we must make the fol-
lowing exceptions, or modifications. It can 
not be shown that motion of the planets on 
their axis and in their orbits are clue to the 
action of heat.. The nebular hypothesis, 
however, makes these motions dependent 
on the action of heat, being an unequal cool-
ing of the nrimary mass. It will have to be 
observed that the prima;-y source of heat, it.-
self, is due to the attraction of gravitation, 
for, when we trace it back, we see that 
heat can only be accounted for by the fall-
ing together of the particles of the original 
mass. But once having the heat generated, 
we see that heat is the most active agent in 
producing the different phenomena. There 
is another case where heat is not the cause 
and that is the tide. These we will discuss 
further on, and with this understanding 
will proceed to the discussion of heat. 
Jt is a law of heat that it always tends to 
pass from bodies of a higher to those of a 
lower temperature, and two or more bodies 
placed near eaeh other will radiate and ab-
sorb heat in such a manner that they finally 
attain the same temperature, at ·which they 
will remain until disturbed by some extern-
al cause. Thus it is with the sun and its 
surroundings. It is constantly radiaLing 
heat. What becomos of it? 'rhat part re-
ceived by the earth is not retained, as a 
study of the earth shows that its temperature 
does not increase. Then this heat must be 
again radiated. We say that it is radiated in-
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to space, and further than this we do not 
know. I think that all experiments go to 
show, that heat when once absorbed, is al-
ways changed from high to low tempera-
ture, and it can not, by any direct means be 
changed back to high temperature. Heat, 
now to do work, must be of high temper-
at.ure. 
Then we can safely say this, heat is, 
to a great extent lost. It cannot be used in 
the process of vegetation, for here, as else-
where there must be difference between the 
temperature of the plant and the outside 
heat before any change can be produced. 
When radiated froril the earth heat must be 
either absorbed by something or it must be 
simply diffused in space. In either case it 
is useless, for it has been reduced to a state 
in which it is powerless to longer act as·an 
agent of motion. 
We now see that we have a cause which ac-
counts for a cessation of '. all physical phe-
nomenon with which we are acquainted. 
For not only will the changes on the plan-
ets cease and their revolutions be stopped, 
but on the same ground they must all final-
ly accumulate in one central mass. What 
length of time must elapse before the final 
equilibration of heat and the ultimate effect 
of attraction are finished no one claims to 
know. 
It has been well said, "Subjects such as 
these, though of a kind on which the mmd 
delights to speculate, appear, with reference 
to any hope of obtaining reliable knowledge, 
far beyond the reach of any present or im,. 
mediately prospective capacity of man." 
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It is said that steel may be made very hard 
by heating it slightly, immersing it in a 
composition of wheat flour, salt and water, 
and then heating it to a cherry red and 
plunging it into soft water. 
The conclusion that we arrive at then, is 
that all physical change, not only of the 
earth, but of the solar system, ( f'x<'epting 
the cases metioned) depends on the sun's 
heat. The question is, how long will this 
last. 'rhis, as yet, we cannot tell, but suffice A new integrating machine has been in-
it to say there are no physic<tl laws better vented by C. B. Boys, of the Royal School of 
understood than those of heat, and the in- Mines, London. All the machines for this 
evitable conclusion is that all the heat of purpose heretofore invented have not per-
the universe will finally become dissipated formed _the ~ork in a mathe~atic~l way; 
and all parts be at the same temperature. but the rnve1:t10n of Mr. Bo~s 1s s~1d ~o be 
Then will be an end of all change depend-· based on strictly matl;em~hcal prmc1ples, 
ent on heat. We suppose the motions of the and _to be an exact ~ranslat~on of the mathe-
planets and all bodies in the universe was matical method of mtegrat10n. 
caused by the combined effect of attraction M. Faye shows that the English mile has 
and unequal cooling of the original mass. been reduced from the measure of Ptolemy 
We know of no cause that tends to keep who {ollowed Eratosthenes and verified his 
them in motion, but do know what tends measurements of a terrestrial degree. He 
to stop them. This is their mutual attrac- shows that the error of one-sixth in the, 
. tion. This is well understood by the action English mile is solely due to the fact that 
of tides on the earth. 'rhe tides moving in the Greek foot has been confounded with the 
au opposite direction to the motion of the Phileterian foot. 
earth must strike with tremenduous force Mr. E. A. McDonahl, who gauges the 
agamst the continents, and here must stop weather at the I. .A. C., informs us that in 
the earth's rotation nnless equalized by the month of June, up to the 29th, we had 
some, as yet unknown, cause. 18 showers with a total rainfall of 6.9 inches. 
That this same action is extended to all 'rhe heaviest rainfall was on the 11th, when 
bodies of the solar system, is proved by the 1.7 inches fell in 1 hour and 30 minutes. The 
disturbance planets cause in the motion of highest temperature noted was on the 28th 
others. That it extends-to all bodies of the when the thermometer indicated 91 ° in the 
universe can not be reasonably disputed. shade. 
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One more Junior Exhibition has been ad-
ded to those of the past, and class '82 can 
breathe a sigh of relief, considering that it 
has performed this duty creditably. This 
exhibition, which, more than other public 
exercises, reveals the orators of a class, 
shows that '82 has several speakers of no 
meagre ability. One very noticeably fea-
ture was that half of the speakers were la-
dies, a fact of which very few dasRes can 
boast. 
Our College should have five lmn<lred 
students in regular attendance. Counting 
as other Colleges do, our number may be 
reckoned somewhere in the vicinity Of 
three hundred. Those who complain that 
there are not five huudred students at the 
Agricultural College, when there are abund-
ant facilities and teaching force for such a 
number, should consider two things: first, 
that we have been struggling for years to 
get dormitory accommodations on the 
grounds for the increasing numbers who ap-
ply, and the legislature has for some reason 
been stingy a11d parsimonious in its appro-
priations. Then, secondly, there prevails 
through the state a most stupid,incori igible 
misapprehension of the nature and design 
of the College which renders it unpopular 
with the great body of our educating youths. 
It is looked upon, and spoken of everywhere 
as a place for making farmers, when any one 
with a spark of knowledge of the enterprise 
is aware that neither in theooy nor in prac-
tice can it be so constrne<l. 
It is not a teelmical school, and the law 
could not be twisti,d to admit of such organ-
ization. And yet the great body of the 
members of our legislatures, year after year,. 
continue to talk of the school an<l legislate 
for it, as if it were an agricultural station, 
or something a very little different from 
that. An<l so they elect Boards of Trustees 
who have imbibed the same ouinion. 
This is a school for teaching the sciences 
that bear on the industries of life, and long 
ago the Bureau of Education warned the 
states against calling this class of schools 
Agricultural Colleges, on the ground that 
they were not Agrilcultural College by the 
law, and to call them so would injure their 
influence-recommending that they t'e called 
National Schools of Rcience. That would 
be sensible, and such a name as that would 
flood us with stmlents. As it is our undi-
minished patronage is kept up by the 
Alumni, who beat manfully against public 
opinion and recommen<l the institution for 
what it is, probably the greatest scientific 
college in the north west. 
It will not <lo to insist that there is noth-
ing in a name. A great deal is in the name 
we carry-a great deal calculated to foster a 
mistaken idea. in the minds of the people 
about our College and cripple its usefulness. 
May we not suggest that the name be 
changed. The A UR ORA is most heartily in 
favor of the management of the College, 
and believe that in the completeness of its 
organization and efficiency of its work it 
takes rank among the .very best of its kind 
in the United States, but it does not believe 
in the name, and intends to make war on it 
until it is changed. 
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The lecture of Prof. Church on "Berlin and 
its Schools" proved both interesting and in-
structive. He spoke in the highest-terms of 
the German system of compulsory educa-
tion, which not only compels the )Jeoplt1 to 
pay taxes but applies the money thus 
gained so that it effectually accomplishes its 
purpose. It is not strange that with this 
method of instruction which educates both 
hody and mind, Germany is · fast becoming 
the most powerful government of Europe. 
The lecture before the Christian Associa-
tion, on Sabliath evening, was also highly 
appreciaterl. 
It was our privilege during vacation to 
visit Mt. Vernon on commencement day of 
Cornell College. At D A. M. the Faculty, 
Alumni and Senion,, headed by the College 
band, marched from the main College build-
ing to the grove west of tlw chapel on the 
campus where the exercises were held. The 
graduating orations, which were twelve in 
number, occupied the time, with au inter-
mission for dinuer, until half past four. 
Several of the orations were tn1ly excellent; 
we noticed that, although from a sectarian 
school, many of the views expressed were 
decidedly lib.era!. One orator deplored that 
fondness for classical objects which sees 
more brain power in ancient buildings than 
in the mighty works of enginPering at the 
the present day; he said th,it what the 
world needs is an Age of ~teel. In ,;pite of 
the ditliculty of speaking in the open air and 
against a north wind, the graduates did 
themselves much credit and reflected honor 
on their institution. The most attractive 
building on the grounds is the chapel,which, 
when completed, will be a magnificent 
structure. It contains the library, museum, 
chapel, and a large audience room which is 
yet unfinished. The society rooms are large 
and beautifully furnished; one of them has 
a good sfaed library in au alcove connected 
with it. Cornell is trnly an institution to be 
proud of, but we shall return more than 
ever Ratistied with the I. A. (;. 
It is about the literary societies that clus-
ter many of the pleasing memories of col-
lege life. Here it is (hat the most enduring 
friendship is founded by means of a mutual 
struggle in a common cause, that of self-
improvement, and the good name of the 
society. Here all class feeling vanishes, and 
Seniors and Freshmen unite in the most 
friendly intercourse on a common level. 'rhe 
society must ever be remembered as the one 
means by which efficiency was gained in 
likrary work, that most important element 
in the education of each one. In proportion 
as these are made the means of calling forth 
and exercising latent powers and correcting 
faults in their members will thev be accom-
plishing their true object. That ours are 
steadily advancing is evinced 'Jy the im-
provements added to the rooms and the i\1-
terest taken in the exercises; but in connec-
tion with the debate there appears, what 
seems to be a growing evil, the tendency to 
put force into the voice instead of the argu-
ment produced. This practice is not only 
disagreeable to the audience and annoying 
to outsiders, but it is a positive injury to 
the speakers themselves. A cool, carefully 
prepared argument, in which the points are 
distinetly set forth in a t0ne of voice suited 
to the room in which it is spoken, will al-
ways have more weight with the judges 
than a loud and impassioned argument on 
the same subject. '.l'he effect of deep, well 
consirlered points is often massed by t)is 
means. We trust that after the subduing 
effects of vacation, all who plead guilty to 
this charge will decide that the society halls 
shall never again echo such unearthly 
sounds. 
l 1rof. S. :-,. Hamill has now reached Salt 
Lake City and finds the people as eager to 
learn the at t of expression as those of benc 
ver. 1Ve can understand him when he says 
an elocutionary wave has struck the country 
and is rolling -over it. Will the teachers be-
lieve us when we say an educational wave 
has struck the country. It 1s so; and if they 
have the earnestness that this •excellent 
teacher of elocution has it will raise the 
people off their feet in enthusiastic ltallelu-jahs. An elocutionist was once asked by a 
clergyman, "why do the people listen to the 
!flOSt triyial thoughts from you and yet are 
mattent1ve when I speak of the most impor-
tant ones?" "Because," he replied, "I speak 
my trivial ones as though I believed them· 
you speak the impoi:tant ones as though you 
did not believe them." This is true of teach-
ing. Teachers, where is the educational 
wave? Why do crowds come with their 
money to learn to speak properly and you 
are ready to teach th em for nothing? Let us 
solve the mystery. 'rhis man knows how to 
teach. 
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--How did you celebrate? 
-Programmes? No--Oh, no! 
-Junior Exhibition was a grand success. 
-Jeff. Davis graduated at West Point in 
1828. 
-Professor ·wynn is spending vacation in 
the east. 
-Miss A_thearn intends giving a concert 
the first of next term. 
-An exchange thinkB that America has 
not enough navy to back 'er. 
-Jeff. Davis' new book, "The Rise and 
}'all of the Confederacy," is now in press. 
-He was a Junior, and everybody seemed 
surprised when, as the train left, he said, 
"Well, I wou't hear that bell for several 
weeks." 
-Preparation,; for the fair will commence 
early next term. 1V"e understand the same 
number will go in the company this year as 
last. 
-'J'he centennial anniversary of the sur-
render of Lord Cornwallis is to be celebrated 
on the field of Yorktown, Va., on October 
rnth_-
-A_rnong the number who remain at the 
College during vacation there is only one 
young lady, Miss Jennie Perrett, so we ar~ 
informed. 
-One of the features of the Junior exer-
-}'lag was at half mast the last evening cises most worthy of comment was the 
of the term-must have been put up in a duett in German, by Misses Belden and 
hurry. Fiegenhanm. 
-'82 had some very tony programmes. 
'rhey were gotten up by · S. P. Rounds, 
Chicago. 
-The emperor of China, who is now 11 
years of age, is suffering from an attack of 
the measlfls. 
-There has been quite an increase in thfl 
number of posts this year. The new fence 
looks immense. 
'rhe Alumni historian was able to learn 
the address of all members of the Alumni. 
except two or three. 
--In Russia "hell" is rendered '"J'z yakan-
fitkrajarjanskie," hence the phonograph is 
preferred to the telephone. 
-Out of a class of ,'.iii which started in 
with Sophomore botany this spring, only 
three dropped from the class. 
- ,vhen you return you may expect to see 
the bnilcling looming up bright as a new 
dollar, with her fresh coat of paint. 
, .. 
-Queen Victoria must be getting short 
of pocket money. Her old hoes were re-
cently sold at auction in :N"ew York. 
-:From reports it w,ould have been better 
for Cornell's reputation if the regatta had 
not allowed them to enter for the centest. 
--She was in earnest and meant just what 
she was saying, wheL she rnmarked, that 
she thonght the crowning feature of the 
College was hops. 
-Mr. 0. S. Brown, after fording the river 
and getting a pretty thorough drenching, 
reached the College in time ·to partake of 
the Alumni supper. 
--During one of the recent storms the 
Chemical Laboratory suffered the loss of a 
chimney, much to the affright of the pro-
fessor and students. 
~-Where in the world is there a better 
place to escape this hot, sweltering July 
seen that at the I. A. C. We'll all feel gay 
when ".Johnny comes marching home." 
-Ladies class in history: Professor:-
What was the crowning act of Charlrnange 
near the close of his life? Junior Lady 
(taking Sophomore history) :-He died. 
-In the recent Harvard-Columbia fresh-
man straight--away boat race, Harvard wou 
easily by about three lengths. Time, four 
minutes, five and three-quarter Reconds. 
-One of the young ladies ,·:;-,.;:lated her· 
autograph album pretty thorn::: : i.v among 
the young men-she said slw ,;j,in't sing, 
but, nevertheless, she was bound to have a 
him-book. 
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-It was on a general review. He had 
only studied botany a year, and in reply to 
the question, "What are epiphytes 'r' he re-
plied that he could not describe them but 
that they somewhat resembled an onion. 
-In the recent exercises at West Point, 
it was noticeable, and to us westerners a 
very pleasing fact, that, on the whole, th€ 
western representatives stood at the head of 
the class. 
-The recent eclipse of the moon was 
taken in by a number of the boys, each one 
hunting for the most advantageous point of 
view. Quite a number wandered iuto the 
strawberry patch. 
-There was quite a scheme sprung upon 
the lecture association in anticipation of a 
recent lecturer, but Friday evening is one 
of the regular study evenings and no en-
croachments are allowed. 
-It isn't always best to try too hard to 
entertain company; you are apt to get left. 
'£hat is the conclusion a lady came to, when 
her sister took in the ,Junior exercises-
while she packed her valise. 
-What do the sad sea waves say 't on the 
south side·. of the building. Even in the 
midst of vacation, echo seems to come from 
a Senior's room saying, "Good-night, good-
night my lover, good-night, etc." 
-'£he revised edition of the new testa-
ment is having quite a sale among the stu-
dents--it is to be hoped they will post up 
somewhat. It was a Junior who recently 
contended that the book of Romans was in 
the old bible. 
-Although t,here never has been anything 
of any consequence lost in the College, yet 
to make assurance doubly sure, the Board 
purchased a brand new safe, which in work-
manship and appearan<3e reflects credit on 
the Diebold Safe Co. 
-In a recent issue of the Register we no-
ticed an item saying that "Ed. McDonald had 
been arraigned for stealing from a colored 
woman." ·we were somewhat surprised but 
concluded it must have been false, as we 
had not missed Ed. 
Professors Stanton and Knapp left for the 
east the latter part of June, the former go-
in_g to Pennsylvania and the New England 
States on a visit, the latter to the Michigan 
Agricultural College where he had been in-
vited to lecture. 
-"Never borrow when you can possibly 
get along without," is the firm resolution 
made by ,Junior after he rushed into his 
neighbors room and gave his throbbing 
head a thorough application of linseed oil 
scented with evergreen. 
-It had been the intention to print a 
summation of the Alumni history in this 
number, but owing to the scarcUy of time 
and inconvenience of being absent during 
vacation it has been postponed until 
next month, when it will be given in a tab-
ulated form. 
-Even now and then there are.questions 
asked in class which puzzle the professors. 
One of the most recent was when a young 
man, (he boards at the cottage,) asked -the 
professor what an air-line was. The pro-
fessor, having in his earlirr day been a 
special in that line, was able to explain to 
the enquirer's satisfaction. 
-The ladies reserve their domestic econ-
omy notes to refute any insinuations against 
their class or abilities. Any young man 
who doubts their ability to select material 
to furnish a house has the privilege to look 
over the list-when we assure him he will 
no longer doubt. We, once on a time, looked 
over the list, it begins with, "one pair of 
squeezers," and ends with, "a poker and 
broom." 
-The students were rMently entertained 
by the lecture delivered by Geo. E. Church, 
on "Berlin and its Schools." The lecture 
was full of interesting and valuable statis-
tics, proving that, thorough as our own 
schools are, we can learn much from the 
Germans. His address on "Idol Worship,'• 
delivered by request, before the Cl.!ristian 
Association, was more calculated to bring 
forth the speaker's elocution and composi-
tion, which both were well shown, and gave 
even more sat1sfact10n than his first. 
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-Of all the New England Colleges, Har-
vard has had the largest addition to her en-
dowment fund during the past year. She 
has $100,000. Yale has had $2ii0,000, and 
Dartsmouth, $150,000. 
-The class in English Liternt~re having 
analyzed and discussed three plays of 
Shakespeare, Hamlet, Macbeth and The 
Merchant of Venice, were asked to state in 
the final examination papers to which of the 
three they were most drawn, ignoring for 
the time the distinction between tragedy and 
comedy. The vote when collected stood as 
follows: For the Merchant of Venice, W; 
for Hamlet, a; for Macbeth, 2. 
-Perhaps the most pleasant aud valua-
ble trip made by any of students this sum-
mer is that being made by our Civil _Engin-
eering class.. 'fhrough the ageucy of Mr. C. 
}'. Mount, himself and his class, numbering 
four, were furnished with passes, and left 
Ames, ,June 21lth, going by rail to Bnrlington, 
thence by river to St. Louis and south, 
taking observations on hri,lge stnwtnres 
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'82 Miss Nellie Coe is spending her vaca-
tion with Miss Eva Gregg, at Cherokee. 
'84. Lee Champion does not intend to re-
turn this fall, but will come back in the 
spring and go through with '84. 
'8:3. Miss Marnl Hummers came up to the 
(1ollege the last week of the term to visit 
her friends and brother and take in the 
,Tnnior X. Miss~- is engaged as assista11t 
i11 the Malvern high school. 
Misl .JeHsie Xohle has gone to Hamburg, 
Germany, where f;]le intPmls studying musk 
and the classics. · 
.T. C. Hainer went home to ,\urora, Neh., 
to speml vacation arnl recruit up while look-
ing ovn freshman examination papers.· 
,\ rece1:t card receiYell from BP.II. Bar-
stow wa:- po:-t-marke,l Han J<'raneisco, Cal. 
Ben is practicing short-hand and studyiug 
law. 
and other constructions coming under their: ~lts,; Hattie Wihwn, of Iowa l'itv, and 
line. 1 ~IisH Grace McNeil! pai,l Miss Kate McNmll 
pleasaut vi:-it at the close of last 
-The scheme for changing the tlay for ' a very 
holding the gradnating exercises is being . term. 
pretty well worked up and bids fair to be i 
realized within the next two vears. This I 
has some great advantages, in that it will : '80. }lontague Hakes came out from ~fal"-
allow those who teach to engage fall schools, I shall c,mnty to lH'ar ticlmyler Colfax ~ec-
and those who intenu taking either law or I tnre alltl have a ,;troll 011 the old tentmg 
medicine, and by our statistics the majority ' grotrl)(l. 
of the graduates do, can go down to Iowa. '7H. Th~ senior member of one of the most 
City, or elsewhere, and come ont the next I snccessfnl law Jinns of Springfield, Ill., 
spring a full fledged L. L. n. I i~ nm~e ?th~r than 011r _old friend, Win-
I t1el1l H. ( ,ollms. 
-The Alumni reunion was indeeil a rno,;t . . . 
l asant ·tnd enJ·o·yable affair :\_ltl on«l ·7!). .\garn we come io the front with 
P e ' ' • ' 1 "' 1 ti 't · b f ti l " Tl · t· ·t scarcely more than twenty were in attend- ano ier · un ° ie aw· us 1me 1 
ance, yet all had a social time during the is the ~Tand snccessfS of Volney Hoggatt 
that is waftell to the ears of his friends. day; and at evening their regular exercises 
were attended by the students, who listened 
with interest to the oration of Mr. Ilelsell, 
and history read by Mr. Muncy. After the:-;e 
exercises, they adjourned to partake of their 
sumptuously prepared supper, after which 
they elected their officers for the ensuing 
term and resolved to meet again in two 
years. 
Vol. is located at Ames. 
Among the Alunrni wltn wern present at 
the re.-unioq,l>esi,les reKident graduates. were 
Messrs. Iluugerfonl, Columbus ,Junction; 
Journalist; Boardman, M. n., Monticello; 
Booth, Instrnctor in Deaf and Dumb Assy-
lum, Council Bluffs; Robbins, Professor in 
Boston School of Technology, Boston, Mass. 
